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Introduction Condition monitoring is a standard method for scheduling 

maintenance and ensuring that catastrophic failures do not occur in indus

trial motors. It is used in various appl ications where there is high capital 

cost or the location is remote. Condition monitoring is increasingly used 

in renewable energy. Different methods for fault identification have been 

developed and used effectively to detect machine faults at different stages 

using parameters such as current, voltage, speed, torque, noise and vibrations 

[1]-[4]. In most cases, faults produce one or more indicative signs, such 

as increased losses, excessive heating, torque pulsation, and unbalanced 

air-gap voltages and I ine currents. The faults in [5] where 41 % are bearing 

faults, 37 % are stator faults, 10 % are rotor faults and 12 % are others. 

[6][7] show techniques for analysing asymmetrical wound rotor machines 

using simple positive and negative equivalent circuits for a machine with 

unbalanced impedance in the secondary circuit. Stator current monitoring is 

another popular method where signature currents are monitored [8]. Vibra

tion signal analysis has been widely used in the fault detection of induction 

machines. Faults create harmonics with different frequencies and power 

levels in the vibration signal and are sensed via a vibration sensor mounted 

on the stator frame. The spectrum is calculated using a fast Fourier trans

fonn (FFT). These methods should be able to expose faults and to prevent 

the total damage and unexpected shutdowns. This work develops a steady

state analysis of a wound rotor induction machine capable of including rotor 

asymmetry; the field analysis is applied to a doubly-fed induction generator 

(DFIG) with general external impedance asymmetry. The measured and 

predicted values for torque, current, and power losses will be used to verify 

the technique. The simulation of an unbalanced rotor was done by connected 

the rotor with external resistances. Determining the currents flowing in the 

various stator and rotor windings is the first necessary to evaluate rotor 

symmetry or asymmetry. By the coupling impedance method described in 

[9], this can be done. The machine analysis resolves the airgap flux into a 

harmonic series of traveling waves with different pole numbers rotating in 

either direction. The authors have put the primary results in [10] and the rest 

of the experiment work results will be put forward here. Matrix Equations 

The main advantage of the method, that any asymmetrical winding can be 

considered. In addition to this, the electric field in the airgap can be derived 

and the EMF induced into any winding calculated, leading to expressions 

for the coupling impedances between the various machine windings. These 

can be expressed as an impedance matrix. The machine currents in (I), Fig. 

I, are obtained from knowledge of the applied voltages when the matrix is 

solved. It can be developed to incorporate eccentricity faults for condition 

monitoring of wound rotor machines [II]. The impedance matrix includes 

the impedances for the stator and rotor which are functions of the three

phase windings on the stator and rotor, assuming the rotor is short-circuited 

as in (I), Fig. I. If there is asymmetry, there will be a backwards rotating 

MMF wave. It subsequently induces EMFs of frequency (l - 2s}fm in the 

stator windings. For that reason, it is necessary to add other components in 

the impedance matrix to accommodate the (l - 2s)fm current components. 

These components result in torque pulsation at 2sf Fig. I gives these equa

tions showing the matrix for the additional backwards-rotating component 

(2), the impedance components (3), the effective current densities on the 

stator (4), and finally the torque equation. These will be further derived and 

ex pained in the paper. This algorithm is implemented on a machine - the 

basic machine specification is given in Table I, Fig. 1. Simulation of Rotor 

Faults Tests were done with the rotor short circuited and balanced (healthy). 

Fig 2(a) gives the current and Fig. 2(b) the torque. The results validate the 

method. A rotor fault is then put into the rotor using a small resistor (2Q) in 

the star-connect rotor via the slip rings. This will cause the stator currents 

to have two components, whose frequencies are Ols and (2s-1)0ls. As the 

frequencies of these components differ with 2sJs, oscillations will be present 

in the torque as incidated by (5), Fig. I. Fig. 2(c) shows the steady state 

torque for the healthy motor, and the motor with an added 2 Q resistor in 

the rotor. The machine will operate at a higher slip at full load making it 

less efficient. In DFIG operation the machine operates at a wide speed range 

and the torque will vary greatly with asymetrical rotro impedance, including 

when it is connected to an inverter. Fig. 2(d) shows that ish falls to zero at 

the half-speed point. This is where the backwards rotating field component 

produced by the asymmetrical rotor is stationary with respect to the stator, 

and can also induce no EMFs in the stator coils. Conclusions This digest 

develops a simple yet powerful model for studying a wound rotor induc

tion machine that can be used for studying the behavior of DFIG machines. 

The impedance matrix can be improved in order to incorporate eccentricity 

faults and rotor winding and stator faults. As illustrated here, the impedance 

method is flexible and powerful and suitable for use as the basis as a condi

tion monitoring system, Preliminary results are put forward here; further 

analysis and results will be put forward in the full paper. 
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Fig. 2 

The impedance matrix includes the impedances for the stator and rotor 
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This can be further developed to include rotor voltages for a DFiG 
control: 
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The s tator MMF waves are given below for an unbalanced current set 

] ;, = R;" (Tsa +al-n~b +on-1J:c ) 

I;. =R;" (~a+ an- I~b+d-n~c ) 
(4) 

The torque, in general form is then 

T~2JTr'fI,L" Re( / (J J . _J J . )+/ (J J -J J )eJ"Ml (5) Pmg sr.~. sr,', sr.~, srI '. 
Table I MACHINE SPECIFICA nON 

Name plate details 
Power rHP 10 or 7.46 kW) 
Speed rfl}m 1420 
Frequenc Hz 50 
Stator voltage fVJ 400/440 Delta 
$"''1lOr rated current A 13 
Rotor Volta e V 200 
Rated rotor current A 22 
Number of Poles 
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(a) Experimental and predicted currents for balanced rotor 
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(b) Experimental and predicted torques for balanced rotor 
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(c) Comparison of torque for healthy and asymmetrical wi th speed 
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(d) Comparison of currents for healthy and asymmetrical with 
speed, including the backwards component of current 


